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Piers Corbyn calls on Gordon Brown to
hold debate promised
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAV7NHZcEcY

Big Freeze Chaos – What Next?
● Much of the chaos, cost and suffering could be avoided by using
available advances in forecasting science
● Global Warming religion is holding back economic recovery
● Severe storms & Floods coming 28-30 Dec – Special Trial forecast
● More Arctic blasts & blizzards coming in January – Salt to run-out again
Piers Corbyn astrophysicist of WeatherAction long range
weather & climate forecasters said today: “The gritting
crisis and travel chaos in the present big freeze in Britain
& Ireland is largely a direct consequence of out-moded
forecasting procedures as used by the Met Office, and the
unreadiness of Councils for this Arctic blast because they
are misled by Global Warming propaganda from
government and media and the Met Office’s ridiculous
forecast for a ‘probably mild’ winter.
M4 delayed 4 hours 21 Dec
“That forecast, it appears, was designed to please the
Government’s ‘Global warming’ ideology when the forecasting method used has consistently failed. If the Government
had advised Councils to apply our solar-based forecasts they would have been ready and chaos and economic damage
reduced. WeatherAction's headline long range warning for December was for Arctic blasts with heavy snow and
blizzards and specifically predicted the blizzards – to the day from 30 days ahead – that hit Copenhagen & London
near the end of the Global Warming (!) Summit. (Full Dec forecast via: http://www.weatheraction.com/member.asp )

“Very importantly for the recent chaos of 20/21 Dec it should be noted that the Met
Office forecast was for light snow on 21st but it turned out to be very heavy. As
drivers commented; ‘There was no warning!’ The Met Office’s subsequent ‘severe
warnings’ were not really warnings but descriptions of what was going on. On the
other hand WeatherAction specified 19-21 Dec as a RED WEATHER WARNING
PERIOD from 30days ahead with a specific warning that there would be a big
increase in frontal activity compared with TV/Met Office forecasts whatever they
would state when produced. This was a true WARNING made 30 days ahead.
In line with our WeatherAction warning precipitation was much heavier than TV
/ Met Office forecasts. Any council who used our forecast would have applied this
knowledge and planned to bring in extra staff.

Cars abandoned, ambulance stuck 21 Dec

Piers added “Our Red Warnings are independent of forecast details which in this case had expected the milder weather now
on its way to have already arrived in more than just the far SouthWest. Red warnings enable users to know that rain will
become more rain and wind; and snow become more snow and wind.
“Until the government, political classes and their agents in the media and weather business admit the total failure of CO2Global Warming theory which has now become a religion, they will continue to fail the public. CO2 driven Global Warming
is failed science based on fraudulent data and believing in it is causing chaos, suffering, deaths, and economic damage. It’s
not just a joke, it is deadly dangerous and is holding back Britain’s recovery. It must be swept away.

Punishing Winter weather will continue
“Milder weather around Xmas is on its way as we predicted well ahead” said Piers
“We have just made a new advance in our SolarWeather Technique to SWT25E which should help us better predict the
details of different types of extreme rain and storm priods. This means that we now expect 28-30th Dec – as a TRIAL
FORECAST – To be Windy or stormy and wet as originally forecast but probably NOT turning especially cold or wintry.
Instead temperartures are likely to be closer to normal and MAJOR FLOODS likely.
The return to cold weather will be postponed to early January. Further Arctic blasts and blizzards are expected in
specified RED WARNING periods during the month (forecasts available via: : http://www.weatheraction.com/member.asp
WAno101 Copenhagen a frozen Flop – InfoWars & YouTube links - World Forecasts - http://climaterealists.com/?id=4720
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1237765/AA-blames-councils-failing-grit-roads-sooner-thousands-motorists-left-trapped-overnight.html

